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1.

2. Start by fully locking
the fluid head lock knob and
fluid drag knob. Now take
enclosed 4MM hex wrench (B)
and remove the 4 hex screws
holding the original Manfrotto
bridge.

Take enclosed 5⁄32 hex
wrench (C) and remove the
quick release from bridge
platform.
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3. With the 4 screws removed, gently lift the
original Manfrotto bridge and remove as shown in
Photo 3 A. After the original bridge is removed, now
remove the locking pivot and push button locking
tab as shown in Photo 3B. Please note, please keep
the original fluid head lock knob and fluid drag knob
in the locked position.
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4. Shown in this photo, is
everything that should have
been removed in steps 2
and 3.

5. Take the replacement
bridge and locate front
and back as marked on the
replacement bridge.
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6. Take the replacement
bridge and re-install the 4 hex
screws that were removed
in Step 2 with the 4MM hex
wrench. Please note: Still keep
the Manfrotto Fluid head lock
knob and drag knob in the
locked position. Make sure that
the replacement bridge has the
front to the front and the back
to the back.
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7.
(7A) Loosen the fluid head lock
knob and drag knob fully.
(7B) Re-check the 4 hex screws to
see if they are fully tightened
(7C) Reinstall the quick release
using 5⁄32 wrench (C ) and
reinstall the wrench in the
quick release for storage.

